When Peter Parker was bitten by a radioactive spider, he gained the proportional speed, strength, and agility of a spider; adhesive
fingertips and toes; and the unique precognitive awareness of danger called “Spider-Sense”! After learning that with great power
there must also come great responsibility, he became the crime-fighting super hero called…

GREETINGS, TRUE BELIEVERS! And welcome to another incredible
installment of the adventures of your favorite wall-crawling wonder,
THE AMAZING SPIDER-MAN!
We’re taking a break from THE CLONE CONSPIRACY, for this, the
2016 AMAZING SPIDER-MAN ANNUAL, featuring three titantic tales
from some of the best names in the comics biz -- and even a couple
from your television screen – all told in the MIGHTY MARVEL MANNER!
These days, Peter Parker’s Friendly Neighborhood has gotten a whole
lot bigger! As the president and C.E.O of a successful company – Parker
Industries – Peter Parker has been able to travel the world, and our first
adventure finds him at an awards ceremony south of the border in Mexico…
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Mexico City.
The Zocalo

(public
(public square).
square).
As C.E.O.
of parker
industries, I’ve opened
offices all over the
planet, Because a smart
company hires the best
talent, wherever
but, An even
it is.
smarter company
finds and nurtures that
talent. it’s my privilege
to present the benjamin
parker scholarship
for young scientists
to Mateo Rodriguez.

Thank you,
Mr. Parker.

I hope
someday we
can work
together,
Mateo.
Of course.
rodriguez
industries will
always be open to
collaboration.

Ha! You’ve got one thing
I never did…confidence!
When you start the hostile
takeovers, go for
Mateo’s
Stark’s company
scholarship is
first, okay?
just the beginning.
it’s crucial we
encourage young
people’s interest
in the
sciences.

I’ll never
forget the
day my Uncle Ben
bought me my first
chemistry set, A
gift that changed
my life and shook
up my whole…
world--

earthquake!
Clear the
stage!

Mother
of God!
it’s not
stopping!

it’s
the big
one!

Stay here,
Mr. Parker! An
open square is
safest--Mr.
Parker?

He ran
away, kid…
and we need
to do the
same!

I--I’m
falling!

Nice of
you to worry
about Parker,
but that’s
my job.
You wouldn’t
want to put me
out of work,
would you?

Spider-Man!
I was hoping
I’d get to
meet you!

Me too.
We’ll hang out
later, But right
now you need to
get out of
here.

Why? The
earthquake’s
stopping.

Trust me,
Mateo…the way
my Spider-Sense
is going off,
the danger’s
not over.

You mean
aftershocks?

something
tells me
aftershocks
aren’t our
biggest
problem.
run!

Tremble,
mortals…

parker
PARKER industries.
INDUSTRIES.
shanghai.
SHANGHAI.

hm. ms. bowen,
I am afraid I have
good news and
bad news.

good
news
first.
you
sure? you
don't want
the bad
news
first?

but then,
it’s your body,
so--not my
decision!

sorry. ty
convinces
himself I’m
dying if I
sneeze twice
in a day.
what’s
the good
news?

nausea, weakness, and
migraines could be symptoms
of any number of ailments, but
--which
I see nothing wrong with
leads me
you physically-to the bad
news…

manhattan.
3:00 am.

heh-heh.
like taking
candy from
a rich, fat
baby.

huh?

just me!
your friendly
neighborhood
spider--

yeah, yeah.
geez. come
up with a new
catchphrase
already!

